
LIGHT BULB
Moments

DISCOVER YOUR

Reclaim Your Power
TO MAKE CLEAR, CONFIDENT CHOICES



ALIGNMENT

"It’s not hard to make decisions when you know what your
values are” .  -Rob E Disney
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When you’re disconnected or unaware of what is really important to you, life
can feel as if you’re riding your bike into a strong head wind, forcing and
striving to move forwards against resistance.

Knowing and understanding what is important to you, can be likened to
choosing to turn your bike around, to allow yourself to move with ease in
flow with the wind.

The next collection piece of your puzzle is uncovering and understanding
what really matters to you.  In bringing awareness to what is so undeniably
important to you, you will find another treasured piece to your puzzle. This
will give you the insight for what pieces no longer fit and need to now be
removed.

Getting in tune with ourselves means making the journey from the logical
brain and down into our heart.

To get you connected to your heart, the first exercise involves free-flow
writing without editing, thinking or analysing.

Exploration time...
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What is important to you?

What is really important to you in your life?

Write in free flow without thinking and analysing for 2-3 minutes. Just
allow yourself to express whatever wants to come out.
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What is important to you?

Now list in order of importance the following areas of your life

____  Health
____  Career
____  Education
____  Family & Relationships
____  Religion/Spirituality
____  Finance/Money
____  Growth and Personal Development

Now take your number 1 ranked area and answer the following question:

What is important to me about______________? (insert area of life e.g.  Career
List 4-6 things that are important to you.

1._____________________________________________________________________

2._____________________________________________________________________

3._____________________________________________________________________

4._____________________________________________________________________

5._____________________________________________________________________

6._____________________________________________________________________

Now go back and ask yourself the Question "Is this being met in my life now?"
It is only a YES if you say Yes without hesitation. Tick the box for each
value that is currently being met in this area of your life.

Now here’s the thing. If just one of your values is not being met, you will feel
a sense of misalignment. You will know this because you will feel like
something is out of place. Perhaps you feel frustrated, stuck, and uncertain
about what you should do next to move forward.
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Reflection....
For each of those values that are not being met, find one thing that you  
can start to do now to begin the process towards getting them met.

Then the most important step to create change is to take action on what
you identify below! 
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